
 

The "DOs and DON'Ts of airports. 

When flying on a domestic flight, you ________1 check in one hour before 
your time of departure. However, you ________2 try to arrive a little bit 
earlier just in case there are any delays. 

When flying internationally, on the other hand, you ________3 check in two 
hours before your time of departure. As with domestic flights, you ________4 
allow some extra time in case of delays. 

When you arrive at the airport, you ________5 remember that smoking is not 
permitted inside the terminal buildings. If you want to smoke, you ________6 
go outside, or use one of the special 'smoking booths' where provided. 

Before going through the security gates, you ________7 check in your luggage. 
You ________8 check in small bags, you can carry them on if you want to. Once 
you get to the check in gates, you ________9 present your booking reference 
and your passport or national ID card and place the luggage you wish to check 
in on the conveyor belt. The staff member will check your details, label your 
case and give you the information regarding your flight departure. You 
________10 listen carefully to what he or she says. If you don't you may get 
the gate number or departure time wrong and miss your flight! 

Next come the security gates. In order to take a flight, everyone ________11 
go through the security gates. Nowadays, the procedures are quite strict. You 
________12 place all metal objects in one of the trays provided before going 
through the metal detector. You also ________13 put bags, laptops & other 
portable electronic devices, and jackets or coats into trays for the x-ray 
machine to examine. You ________14 also empty the contents of you pockets, 
and put belts, and any jewellery you may have into one of these trays, to 
minimise the possibility of setting the metal detector off. Furthermore, you 
________15 discard any bottles of water or soft drinks that you have as there 
are strict rules on what liquids and what quantities you can bring on board a 
plane. 

If the metal detector goes off as you pass through it, you ________16 allow 
one of the security guards to search your person. 



 

Having passed through the security gates, you ________17 check you flight 
departure details again before doing any last minute shopping, just in case 
something has changed. 

When the time for boarding arrives, you ________18 listen to the ground 
crew's announcements carefully. They often ask passengers to board in a 
specific order to allow for the most efficient boarding of the plane. When you 
actually board the plane, you ________19 go to your seat as quickly as you can, 
and you ________20 try not to stand in the aisle while storing your carry on 
luggage. Remember, there is probably someone behind you that ________21 
pass you to get to his or her seat! 

In preparation for take-off, you ________22 make sure your hand luggage is 
securely stowed and that your seatbelt is securely fastened. The seats 
________23 be upright and the window blinds ________24 be up. 

Larger electronic devices ________25 be kept switched off during take-off 
and landing, but smaller devices may be left turned on; however, mobile phones 
________26 be kept on airplane mode throughout the entire flight. 

Once the plane has reached cruising altitude, the pilot will switch off the 
seatbelt sign. Although you ________27 wear your seatbelt during the flight, 
you ________28 keep it loosely fastened while you are seated.  

As with take-off, during the landing you ________29 make sure your hand 
luggage is securely stowed and that your seatbelt is securely fastened. The 
seats ________30 be upright and the window blinds ________31 be up, and all 
larger electronic devices ________32 be switched off.  

Mobile phones ________33 be used until the cabin crew tell you it is 
permissible to do so. 

After disembarking the plane, you ________34 go directly to the baggage 
reclaim area to make sure that you are there when your bags arrive on the 
conveyor belts. 


